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2. The motion to quash the involved subpoenas for depositions to be taken by

Respondent on July 7, 2017 in Atlanta, Georgia. See attached, Exhibit A.

3. The motion to quash is moot and should be denied, as the depositions have

been cancelled and witnesses were notified of the cancellation prior to

TFB's filing its July 6, 2017 motion to quash.

4. The Florida Rules of Civil Procedure advise counsel to confer with opposing

counsel prior to filing motions of this nature as to not unnecessarily

preoccupy judicial resources.

5. Had Complainant conferred with Respondent or his counsel this issue would

have been resolved.

The Florida Bar's motion is filed in bad faith.

6. Complainant has a pattern of filing motions with unsubstantiated incendiary

allegations aimed more at maligning Respondent than substantive legal

remedy. Historically, Complainant's motions of this nature have been

unilaterally granted by the Referee Judge Neal absent a hearing.

Consequently Respondent has systemically been deprived of the opportunity

to counter the allegations or correct the record. Judge Neal was recently

disqualified as Referee in SC17-307.

7. Judge Neal's disqualification was based upon a legally sufficient motion

alleging a systemic demonstration of ex-parte communications and
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improper bias favoring Complainant TFB and adverse to Respondent in his

rulings as the Referee who is required to sit impartial.'

8. The pattern of ex-parte communications between Complainant and Judge

Neal have previously resulted in the unilateral granting of these motions by

Complainant that have incendiary allegations but fail to provide evidentiary

support for the incendiary allegations or draw a legal nexus to the claimed

violation.

9. In paragraph 1 of his motion Complainant alleges that Respondent "wrongly

caused the disqualification ofJudge Neal" as Referee in SC17-307.

a. Judge Neal entered an Order disqualifying himself based upon finding

Respondent's Motion to Disqualify the Referee to be legally

sufficient. See attached, Exhibit B.

b. Respondent's Motion was legally sufficient based upon a detailed

motion that delineated in detail a pattern of Judge Neal violating

Judicial Canons2, of Judge Neal engaging in ex-parte

¹ The attitude of the judge and the atmosphere of the court room should indeed be such that no matter what
charge is lodged against a litigant or what cause he is called on to litigate, he can approach the bar with every
assurance that he is in a forum where the judicial ermine is everything that it typifies, purity and justice. The
guaranty of a fair and impartial trial can mean nothing less than this. State ex rel. Davis v. Parks, 194 So. 613, 615
(1939) (emphasis added).
² "A judge shall accord to every person who has a legal Interest in a proceeding, or that person's lawyer, the right
to be heard according to law. A judge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte communications, or consider
other communications made to the Judge outside the presence of the parties concerning a pending or impending
proceeding...."
See, Florida Code Jud. Conduct, Canon 3B(7), formerly Canon 3A(4).
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communications with TFB3, and Judge Neal violating due process.

This most obvious acts of misconduct are signing orders and issuing

rulings without the proper, notice, hearings, or response / objection

from Respondent 4 as required by law. See attached, Exhibit C.

c. In SC17-307, Judge Neal entered 2 Orders favoring TFB and against

Respondent without allowing Respondent to respond or conducting a

hearing where clarity or contradicting evidence could be brought to

the record. 5

d. In SC16-797 and SC16-1480, Judge Neal improperly entered at least

7 Orders favoring TFB absent allowing Respondent a response,

objection, or a hearing.6

3 "Nothing is more dangerous and destructive of the impartiality of the judiciary than a one-sided communication
between a judge and a single litigant. Even the most vigilant and conscientious of judges may be subtiy influenced
by such contacts. No matter how pure the intent of the party who engages in such contacts, without the benefit of
a reply, a judge is placed in the position of possibly receiving inaccurate information or being unduly swayed by
unrebutted remarks about the other side's case. The other party should not have to bear the risk of factual
oversights or inadvertent negative impressions that might easily be corrected by the chance to present counter
arguments." See, Rose v. State, 601 So.2d 1181, 1183 (Fla. 1992).
4 The essence of due process is that fair notice and a reasonable opportunity to be heard must be given to
interested parties before judgment is rendered. See, Tibbetts v. Olson, 91 Fla. 824, 108 So. 679 (1926).
5 Judge Neal unilaterally issued two orders granting TFB's motions on June 23, and June 26, 2017 respectively. The
orders were in response to TFB's Motion for Witness Testimony via Video-Conferencing at Trial and TFB's Motion
to Quash Respondent's Notice of Deposition for Trial of Out of State Witnesses.
° in the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 On September 27, 2016 TFB filed an Emergency Motion
regarding Depositions. The Referee Granted TFB's Motion on the same day September 27, 2016, Respondent had
no opportunity for a hearing on this issue.
2. In the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 the Referee granted on october 10, 2016 TFB's Second
Motion to Compel that was filed on October 7, 2016. The Referee neither required, noticed, or allowed a hearing
on the merits of the motion to compel, but rather unilaterally granted the motion depriving Respondent of due
process in presenting factual contentions to the motion. .
3. In the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 on November 14, 2016 TFB filed a Motion to Compel
Discovery. The next day, on November 1S, 2016 the Referee Granted TFB's Motion to Compei. Respondent was
never afforded a hearing on this issue.
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e. In fact, Judge Neal improperly imposed the ultimate sanction in

SC16-797 & SC16-1480 without following the requisite due process,

by entering an Order striking all of Respondent's trial evidence

weeks after the December 2016 trial.

f. Complainant filed a motion prior to trial in SC16-797 & SC16-1480

seeking for Respondent's evidence to be struck based upon an alleged

pattern of discovery violations by Respondent. Judge Neal was

required to have a Kozel hearing to determine if the record evidence of

alleged discovery violations was so flagrant and frequent as to warrant

the ultimate sanction of striking Respondent's evidence in contrast to

the litany of lesser sanctions available.

g. Judge Neal did not hold a Kozel hearing on Complainant's motion

and entered unrebutted an Order striking the evidence Respondent

proffered at trial to include, striking: over 1000 pages ofRespondent's

exhibits, witness testimony of 2 expert witnesses for Respondent, and

4. On November 14, 2016, Respondent filed a Notice of Taking Deposition of Tyrone Baker, on November
15, 2016, the Referee granted a Motion to Quash the deposition of Tyron Baker. Respondent was never afforded a
hearing on this issue.
5. On october 25, 2016 TFB filed a Motion to Quash Deposition of Dayna McGregor, the next day on
october 26, 2016 the Motion to Quash was granted. No hearing was required, noticed, or had.
6. On March 3, 2017, TFB filed a Motion to Strike an Untimely filed closing argument. on March 6, 2017
the Referee granted TFB's Motion to Strike, Respondent was never allowed or granted a hearing.
7, on December 5, 2016 TFB filed a Motion to Exclude Respondent's Evidence. The Court was required to
conduct a Kozel hearing on this issue, however a Kozel hearing was never conducted.
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additional fact witness testimony from evidence at the Final Hearing

in December 2016.

h. Judge Neal then proceeded to submit a Report of Referee adopting

TFB's drafted and submitted Report of Referee essentially verbatim.

The record evidence is void ofRespondent's evidence presented in his

defense at trial, based upon Judge Neal unilaterally granting TFB's

unrebutted Motion to Strike Respondent's Evidence as a sanction

imposed in violation ofdue process.7 8

10. Complainant in paragraph 10 of its motion to quash accuses Respondent of

squandering months of discovery and seeking to set depositions at the last

minute. However, Complainant disingenuously fails to illuminate this

Honorable Court to the repeated efforts ofRespondent to set depositions that

were met with a consistent unavailability of Complainant, and the deceptive

unavailability of witnesses that Complainant initially agreed to produce then

subsequently refused to produce.

a. First, the allegations in paragraph 10 accusing Respondent of

"squandering months of depositions" directly contradicts the

allegations in paragraph 5 where Complainant claims to be

on March 15, 2017 The Referee Granted TFB's Motion to Exclude Respondent's Evidence, and struck
Respondent's witnesses, in effect striking all of the evidence that Respondent had proffered prior to and during
trial, but never conducted a Kozel hearing.

Respondent has a pending Motion to Supplement the Record pursuant to Rule 3-7.6(n)(4), Rules Regulating The ..
Florida Bar.
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"protecting the Bar's witnesses from Respondent's incessant attempts

to tamper with and harass them". This allegation suggests and

concedes that Respondent had been trying "incessantly" hard to

depose the subject witnesses, but Complainant deliberately frustrated

Respondent's efforts to coordinate depositions based upon feeling

compelled to "protect 'its' witnesses" from deposition by Respondent.

b. To further underscore Complainant's misconduct, initially

Complainant represented it would voluntarily produce Complaining

Witnesses; Jamie Agnew and Alex Apostolou, for depositions.

Complainant closer to the agreed upon deposition date later reneged

on that promise claiming that the Complaining Witnesses were not

parties to the action therefore Complainant could not be responsible

for producing the witnesses absent a subpoena.

c. For example, In a June 20, 2017 email from Carlos Leon, Florida Bar

Counsel to Respondent, at 10:42 a.m. Mr. Leon states:

"Mr. Chestnut: Once again, with the required notice and

subpoena, nothing was confirmed. I have told you this

countless times. We were not able to save the dates or make

travel arrangements without the required paperwork. Please
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help me to understand what part of that is unclear to you.

Please...". See attached, Exhibit D.

This email was in response to Respondent confirming the appearance

of Jamie Agnew (Complaining Witness in Count I) in Atlanta, Ga.

June 1, 2017, after TFB had already reneged on producing Mr. Alex

Apostolou (Complaining Witness in Count II) in South Carolina

earlier that month.

d. In a June 20, 2017 email at 10:26 a.m. from Mr. Leon to Respondent

in response to an email where Respondent was requesting additional

deposition dates. Mr. Leon states:

"Mr. Chestnut I previously indicated to you that I have no time

left for depositions nor is any other bar counsel available to

attend to your whims and caprices". Mr. Leon's vow not to

cooperate in scheduling depositions not only frustrates the

discovery process, but forces Respondent to unilaterally

schedule depositions by subpoena. See attached, Exhibit E.

11. In fact, a cursory review of the Record Index of SC17-307, SC16-797, and

SC16-1408 demonstrates a pattern of Respondent trying to propound

discovery and TFB engaging in repeated motions / litigation tactics to limit

discovery and have evidence excluded and dismissed.
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12. If the goal of these proceedings is to reach the truth, then Complainant

should welcome all of the documents, depositions, and witnesses that are

relevant. However, upon the disregard of the illegal orders entered on

discovery violations in SC17-307, SC16-797 and SC16-1480, the record

index demonstrates that a majority of the motion practice has been

Respondent trying to get or offer more information into the record and

Complainant consistently trying to keep information and evidence out.

13. Complainant alleges in paragraph 1 of its emergency motion to quash,

Respondent is trying to "create chaos, confusion, and delay" in this case by

seeking these depositions. Contrarily, it is Complainant's pattern of

misconduct in SC16-797 and SC16-1480 compounded by venue that require

Respondent to seek depositions ofthese witnesses.

a. Respondent has a good faith basis for seeking depositions of

Complaining and fact witnesses prior to trial, because Complainant

has demonstrated an intent to not produce vital fact and complaining

witnesses at trial in SC17-307, by the recent filing of its motion for

witnesses to appear via video conference that was unilaterally granted

by Judge Neal, before Respondent could file an objection, response or

request a hearing. See attached, Exhibits F & G.
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b. In SC16-797 and SC16-1480, Mr. Leon promised to produce

Complaining Witnesses at trial then at the commencement of trial

claimed that the witnesses could not appear in person due to work

issues or scheduling conflicts.

c. Of the 8 cases brought to trial by Complainant in the December 2016

Final Hearing, 2 Complaining Witnesses physically appeared at trial;

1 Complaining Witness testified from her bedroom via Skype while

smoking a cigarette and consuming a white powdery substance chased

by a liquid from a red and white can during her testimony, 1

Complaining Witness testified via Skype on a laptop from his living

room in North Florida, another Complaining Witness testified a laptop

in his office with someone off camera assisting him in testifying; and

in 3 cases Complainant did not present a Complaining Witness at trial

(contrary to prior representation by Mr. Leon).9 '° Consequently,

Respondent was handicapped in presenting his defense.

14. In effort to avoid that confusion in this case, Respondent has sought and is

seeking to depose relevant witnesses prior to trial.

" 7 of 8 witnesses lived more than 100 miles from Brooksville, FL where the trial was held and, thus could not be
compelled by Respondent to testify at trial pursuant to Fl. R. Civ. P. 1.330(a)(3)(B). one witness was within 100
miles and she appeared.
¹° None of the 3 Complaining Witnesses that appeared via Skype at trial were sworn by
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15. All 3 counts in this Complaint for SC17-307 involve allegations of

misconduct by Respondent in states other than Florida, with Complaining

Witnesses residing in Georgia, South Carolina, and Georgia respectively.

Pursuant to Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.330(a)(3)(B), Respondent lacks the ability to

compel attendance at trial witnesses who reside more than 100 miles from

the venue of trial, Jacksonville, Fla. Thus, Respondent having a meaningful

opportunity to depose the out of state witnesses prior to trial in this case, is

paramount to his defense, because it is not likely these out of state witnesses

will appear at trial

16. Furthermore, Respondent has engaged in significant discovery and

obtained hundreds documents he has provided to Complainant via

supplemental production. Respondent has a good faith basis in seeking to

depose the subject witnesses for clarity on the discovered documents relating

to allegations by Complainant in SC17-307, and has acted in good faith by

seeking the appointment of a Commissioner to subpoena these out of state

witnesses.

17. Complainant's allegations in its emergency to quash are incendiary,

factually unsubstantiated, and legally unfounded; thus, offered in bad faith to

malign Respondent and distract from its pattern of misconduct and the

ultimate issues before this Honorable Court.
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The Florida Bar's motion is without merit.

18. Complainant complains that its motion is based upon Respondent violations

of Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.310, 1.351, 1.410, and R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.11(d),

but fails to allege a defect in violation of the specific rules.

19. In fact Complainant's allegations in paragraph 3 concede that Complainant

alleges no facial defects of the subject subpoenas in its emergency motion to

quash, stating: "Respondent accompanied his Notices with Subpoenas

Deuces Tecum purporting to be signed by Georgia Clerks of Court, thus

clothing his subpoenas with apparent legal imprimatur". Complainant

concedes that the subpoenas were signed by Clerks of Courts in Georgia in

compliance with the law and accompanied by previously filed notices of

taking depositions in compliance with the law. Thus, Complainant alleged

facts actually go more to demonstrate that the subject subpoenas complied

with law, than that the subpoenas were in violation of the procedural rules

Complainant listed in the emergency motion.ll

20. In paragraph 4 of the emergency motion to quash, Complainant alleges

"Respondent's notices and subpoenas are a fraud and a sham". This is yet

another example of Complainant's pattern of filing motions with incendiary

¹¹ Respondent is seeking the appointment of a Commissioner to issue a foreign subpoena, however that is in
abundance of caution and not required by law.
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allegation aimed to personally undermine Respondent's credibility but fail

to have a nexus to law or basis in fact. ¹²

a. Complainant alleges fraud and sham based upon a bold inference that

the signatures on the subpoenas by the Clerks of Courts in Georgia are

no authentic.

b. However, Complainant offers no evidence of forgery to support its

bold allegations that the signatures of the Clerk of Court for the

various counties in Georgia are fraudulent.

c. Moreover, attached is an affidavit from the process server who

obtained the signatures attesting to the fact that the subpoenas were

signed by the office of the clerk for the respective counties. See

attached, Exhibit H .

21. Complainant then asserts in paragraph 5, that Respondent is attempting to

"usurp the Court's power" by serving the subpoenas.

a. However, Complainant later in the same emergency motion concedes

that it is well aware that Respondent is awaiting a ruling on his

motion to appoint a commissioner for service of the out of state

subpoenas in this matter, with proposed orders for such appointment

¹² ¶3.Respondent accompanied his Notices with subpoenas duces tecum purporting to be signed by Georgia clerks
of court thus clothing his subpoenas with apparent legal imprimatur.
¶4. However, Respondent's notices and subpoenas are a fraud and a sham and part of his attempt to further
disrupt these proceedings constituting nothing more than his continued attempts to oppress and harass the Bar
and its witnesses
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pending before the referee for subpoenas in both the State of South

Carolina and State ofGeorgia. See attached, Exhibits J & K.

b. Complainant also concedes that Respondent's motion to appoint a

Commissioner for service of the out of state subpoenas is legally

proper.

c. Respondent filed that motion on June 27, 2017 in an abundance of

caution to ensure that all procedural rules are followed in issuing out

of state subpoenas and filed it pursuant to the Uniform Foreign

Deposition Law; Florida Statute § 92.51; Greenlight Fin. Serv. Inc. v.

Union Am. hIort. Inc., 971 So.2d 983,985 (Fla. 3rd DCA 2008); and

Travelers Indem. Co. v. Hill, 388 So.2d 648, 650 (Fla. 5th DCA

1980).

d. Thus, by Respondent seeking Orders by this Honorable Court for

appointment of a Commissioner prior to taking the subject

depositions, Respondent has demonstrated deference and respect for

this Honorable Court and not an effort to "usurp" the authority of this

Honorable Court as alleged by Complainant. .. .

22. Respondent has and is following the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure in

taking depositions for this disciplinary action brought by The Florida Bar.
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23. Had Complainant simply followed the Florida Rules of Civil Procedure and

called Respondent or his counsel to confer about this issue prior to

preoccupying this Honorable Court's resources with a Motion to Quash, he

would have been advised that the subject subpoenas were served absent

Respondent's approval and authorization.

24. And been further advised that upon Respondent's return from vacation the

served witnesses were advised that depositions are cancelled for July 7,

2017. Respondent is awaiting a ruling on his Motion to Appoint a

Commissioner to Issue the Out of State Subpoenas.

25. Respondent has acted in good faith compliance with Florida Rules of Civil

Procedure, Florida Law, and Florida Rules of Evidence in complying with

discovery demands and the litigation of this matter and has violated no rules

or laws that warrant the granting of Complainant's Emergency Motion to

Quash Respondent's Deposition Subpoenas.

WHEREFORE, Respondent petitions this Honorable Court to deny

Complainant, The Florida Bar's, Emergency Motion to Quash as moot having

now heard this response verifying that all of the subject depositions will not be

moving forward, or to grant a hearing as necessary on the issue.

Respectfully submitted the 7* day of July, 2017.
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By: /s/ Christopher M. Chestnut
CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 0022409
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com
THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC
841 Prudential Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Telephone: (855) 374-4448
Facsimile: (855) 377-2667
Litigation@chestnutfirm.com
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 7* day of July, 2017, the foregoing was electronically
served upon the following counsel of record, I certify that originals hereof have been furnished to
Carlos A. Leon at cleon@flabar.org, and Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar at
aquintel@flabar.org.

THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC

BY: /s/ Christopher Chestnut
CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 22409
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EXHIBIT A



Filing # 58666386 E-Filed 07/06/2017 02:34:38 PM

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC17-307

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) &

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

THE FLORIA BAR'S EMERGENCY MOTION TO QUASH
RESPONDENT'S NOTICES AND SUBPOENAS FOR VIDEO

DEPOSITIONS "DE BENE ESSE"

The Florida Bar, by and through undersigned counsel, moves this Honorable

Court, on an emergency basis, for an Order quashing Respondent's Notices of

Video Depositions "De Bene Esse" and accompanying subpoenas (copies attached

as Exhibit A) purporting to schedule the video depositions of Jamie Agnew (8:30

a.m.), Ramona Berry (9:00 a.m.), David S. Bills (10:00 a.m.), Judge James Brock

(12:00 noon), Rian Erwin [sic] (2:30 p.m.), Gregory Levitt (3:00 p.m.), Cindy

Doyal (3:15 p.m.), and Anthony Jordon (3:30 p.m.) unilaterally scheduled for July

7, 2017, based on Respondent's lack of compliance with Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.310,

1.351, 1.410, and R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.11(d) and states as follows:

INTRODUCTION



1. Respondent wrongfully caused the disqualification of The Honorable

Curtis Judson Neal on June 30, 2017 -- two weeks before the final hearing -- in

order to create chaos, confusion, and delay.

2. Thereafter, without any notice to the Bar and with no Referee

assigned, on July 3, 2017, Respondent filed his Notices ofVideo Depositions De

Bene Esse unilaterally setting the above-noted depositions for July 7, 2017.

3. Respondent accompanied his Notices with subpoenas duces tecum

purporting to be signed by Georgia clerks of court thus clothing his subpoenas with

apparent legal imprimatur.

4. However, Respondent's notices and subpoenas are a fraud and a sham

and part of his attempt to further disrupt these proceedings constituting nothing

more than his continued attempts to oppress and harass the Bar and its witnesses.

5. With no Referee assigned to this case given Judge Neal's

disqualification, the Bar has been forced to file this emergency motion in various

Courts to prevent usurpation of this Court's power to discipline attorneys while

also attempting to protect the Bar's witnesses fi-om Respondent's incessant

attempts to tamper with and harass them.

PROCEDURAL HISTORY

6. Respondent's previous untimely Notices ofDepositions De Bene

Esse, dated June 22, 2017, unilaterally setting depositions for July 5 and 6, 2017,
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were quashed by Judge Neal via court order dated June 26, 2017 (copy attached as

Exhibit B).

7. Thereafter, Respondent's motion to disqualify Judge Neal was granted

on June 30, 2017.

8. Simultaneous with Respondent's Motion to Disqualify, Respondent

also filed his Motion to Appoint Commissioners for Out of State Depositions (copy

attached as Exhibit C).

9. Respondent's motion to appoint commissioners correctly identifies

both the Florida case-law and statute that govern taking out of state witness

depositions so he was/is clearly aware of the proper procedure for doing so.

10. However, having squandered months of time for the taking of

depositions, Respondent has been rushing, at the very last possible minute, to

unilaterally schedule eleventh-hour discovery knowing full well that Bar Counsel

is unavailable, the discovery cut-off date is July7, 2017, and that trial is scheduled

for the week of July 18 -21, 2017.

11. The history of the parties' communications regarding depositions, and

Respondent's dilatory conduct as reflected therein, formed the basis of the Bar's

earlier motion to quash and served as the reason for Judge Neal's previous quashal.

12. Undaunted and undeterred and driven by his relentless and very

obvious desire to harass, oppress, delay, and cause confusion to both witnesses and
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the Bar, Respondent has yet again filed notices and now subpoenas for video

depositions "de bene esse."

13. On Monday, July 3, 2017, after the close of business as is his wont,

Respondent sent an email to disqualified Judge Neal's office purporting to have the

disqualified Court accept his documents for filing.

14. Despite having had months to take depositions, and Judge Neal's

quashal of Respondent's latest attempt to circumvent the Rules, Respondent is yet

again obstinately and unethically attempting to harass and oppress the Bar's

witnesses by causing illegal and fraudulent subpoenas to be served - subpoenas

provided to the Bar for the very first time on July 3, 2017, for depositions

unilaterally set on July 7, 2017.

ARGUMENT

15. It has long been recognized that a "[p]erson who is not party to

pending lawsuit must be served with subpoena before being required to appear for

deposition." Anderson Inv. Co. Ltd v. Lynch, 540 So. 2d 832 (Fla. 4th DCA 1988).

See also, Ward v. Gibson, 340 So. 2d 481 (Fla. 3d DCA 1976)("[p]erson not party

to cause could be required to attend taking of deposition, but separate service upon

witness would be required; accordingly, if defendant were considered a witness,

then he could not be required to attend taking of deposition until service of

subpoena requiring his attendance was effectuated.").
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16. Pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.11(d), "[s]ubpoenas for

witnesses' attendance and production ofdocumentary evidence before a referee

must be issued by the referee and must be served either in the manner provided by

law for the service ofprocess or by an investigator employed by The Florida Bar."

17. Pursuant to R. Regulating Fla. Bar 3-7.6(fj(1), "[a] disciplinary

proceeding is neither civil nor criminal but is a quasi-judicial administrative

proceeding. The Florida Rules of Civil Procedure apply except as otherwise

provided in this rule."

18. This Court has long held that in Bar disciplinary cases, "the Florida

Rules of Civil Procedure govern proceedings before a referee unless otherwise

provided." Fla. Bar v. Norkin, 183 So. 3d 1018, 1020 (Fla. 2015).

19. Thus, when The Rules Regulating The Florida Bar prescribe a

procedure, the Rules of Civil Procedure do not apply and may not be used to

circumvent the disciplinary process.

20. This means, specifically, that all subpoenas in disciplinary cases that

are pending before a Referee must be signed by the Referee.

21. However, in this case, despite the previous quashal and knowing the

proper procedure for taking out of state depositions, Respondent waited until after

Judge Neal's disqualification, then somehow allegedly obtained purported
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signatures from Georgia clerks of court, then served the Bar, and then served the

Bar's witnesses.

22. Close examination ofRespondent's alleged subpoenas suggests that

they may, in fact, be fraudulent in that they appear to be cut-and-paste fabrications.

23. Among other irregularities, the signature blocks are suspicious in that

they contain no attorney identifying information.

24. Instead what appears is a scribbled and illegible signature, a date, and

a purported printed name.

25. But there is no attorney number, address, phone number, etc.

26. Additionally, the purported Georgia clerk of court signature is equally

lacking in identifying information - no court is identified, no clerk number,

nothing.

27. It should be also be noted that just before the signature block,

Respondent states "I CERTIFY THAT THE SUBPOENA IS ISSUED IN

COMPLIANCE WITH RULE 45(C)(1), AND THAT NOTICE AS REQUIRED

BY 45(B)(1) HAS BEEN GIVEN TO ALL PARTIES."

28. However, this language appears to refer to the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure and the applicability of such rules to the instant proceeding is not

evident.
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29. One possible explanation for these discrepancies is that perhaps

documents have cut-and-pasted together to create the finished product.

30. A true and accurate example of an actual Georgia disciplinary

subpoena obtained from the State Bar of Georgia including the genuine signature

of one of the same clerks who allegedly signed Respondent's subpoena is attached

as Exhibit D.

31. The differences between the actual subpoena and Respondent's

purported subpoena are both striking and patently obvious.

32. Given the awesome responsibility and power of invoking a court's

authority for the issuance of subpoenas, it is hard to believe that any actual Georgia

clerk of court would have signed Respondent's such obviously flawed paperwork -

- a Florida disciplinary subpoena at the top of the page followed by, on the same

page, what purports to be a Georgia state court pleading citing to federal rules of

civil procedure without any identifying information whatsoever.

33. The Bar is currently investigating the veracity ofRespondent's

subpoenas and the alleged clerk's signatures and hopes to have additional

information on this topic soon.

34. However, in the meantime, the Bar still requires this Court's swift

action to protect witnesses and prevent their continued harassment.
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35. Even if it could be fairly said that the Rules of Civil Procedure apply

to the issuance of subpoenas in Bar disciplinary case, which it does not,

Respondent has also willfully disregarded those rules and has proceeded

fraudulently in contravention of those rules.

36. It is well-settled law that historically, "the first step taken by a Florida

litigant needing testimony of a witness . . .[out-of-state] is to secure the

appointment of a commissioner by the Florida court." Travelers Indem. Co. v. Hill,

388 So. 2d 648, 650 (Fla. 5th DCA 1980). See also, Abaddon, Inc. v. Schindler,

826 So, 2d 436 (Fla. 4th DCA 2002)("[b]ecause appointing a commissioner is a

necessary preliminary step to noticing an out-of-state deposition, a motion to

appoint a commissioner to take those out-of-state depositions is a necessary

prerequisite"); Freedom Newspapers, Inc. v. Egly, 507 So. 2d 1180 (Fla. 2d DCA

1987)("Under uniform foreign depositions law, whenever litigant in one state

desires to depose a witness residing in another state, he must first secure

appointment of commissioner by court where litigation originates, then apply to

court having personal jurisdiction over witness for process necessary to secure

attendance ofwitness"); Greenlight Fin. Serv., Inc. v. Union Am. Mortg., Inc., 971

So. 2d 983 (Fla. 3d DCA 2008)("[u]nder the Uniform Foreign Depositions Law

(UFDL), whenever a litigant desires to depose a witness residing in another state,

that litigant must first secure the appointment of a commissioner from the court
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where the litigation originates; the foreign litigant may then apply to the court

having personal jurisdiction over the witness for the process necessary to secure

the attendance of the witness").

37. Thus, despite filing an ostensibly proper motion to appoint

commissioners, Respondent then disregarded his own motion and seemingly

caused his "subpoenas" to be signed by what purport to be Georgia clerks of court.

38. Even if it could be said that Georgia law applies to the issuance of

subpoenas in this case, which it does not, Respondent was willfully ignored those

requirements as well.

39. Specifically, Georgia Code § 24-13-112 Requirements for Issuance of

Foreign Subpoenas; Application states

(a) To request issuance of a subpoena under this Code
section, a party shall submit a foreign subpoena to the
clerk of superior court of the county in which the person
receiving the subpoena resides. A request for the issuance
of a subpoena under this Code section shall not constitute
an appearance in the courts of this state.

(b) When a party submits a foreign subpoena to a clerk of
superior court in this state, the clerk shall promptly issue
and provide to the requestor a subpoena for service upon
the person to which the foreign subpoena is directed.

40. In addition, Georgia Code § 24-13-111 defines "foreign subpoena,"

referenced in parts (a) and (b), above as "a subpoena issued under the authority of

a court of record of a foreign jurisdiction."
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41. However, in this case no Florida court has issued any subpoenas in

this case because Respondent never submitted such subpoenas to the Referee but

instead chose to fraudulently proceed with his scheme to defraud once the Referee

was disqualified.

42. Respondent's conduct, in procuring and serving his subpoenas,

directly contravenes both Florida and Georgia law and was calculated to fool and

intimidate the alleged deponents into believing that his subpoenas are legal or

otherwise valid.

43. Additionally, pursuant to Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.351, a subpoena duces

tecum (no deposition) to a third party requires notice and a 10-day period to object

before the subpoena can even be signed.

44. Moreover, Fla. R. Civ. P. 1.410(e)(1) provides for a 10-day period for

objection after service if the subpoena duces tecum is part of a deposition.

45. Thus, despite no notice whatsoever and then service of the alleged

subpoenas, Respondent must allow a minimum of 10-days for objections to be

filed and then resolved by the Court before the examinations can proceed.

46. Indeed, Attorney David. S. Bills, one of the alleged deponents, has

already written to respondent to object (copy attached as Exhibit E).
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47. Respondent has had several months to coordinate any desired

depositions; but instead, in his usual pattern, has waited until the very last minute,

despite the Bar's numerous offers of assistance.

48. It is now, literally, the eleventh hour, with the discovery cut-off set for

July 7, 2017, which, of course, explains Respondent's last-minute feigned urgency.

49. As he has done numerous times in the past, Respondent appears either

unwilling or unable to follow the long-established rules regarding discovery.

50. It is obvious that the actual reason for Respondent's behavior is that

he is attempting, yet again, to oppress and harass both The Florida Bar and the

above individuals by continuing to cause unnecessary chaos, confusion, and delay

in these proceedings.

51. Furthermore, Respondent's conduct in procuring and selving his non-

compliant subpoenas, in addition to violating all of the Rules, statutes, and case-

law cited above, also clearly violates even Georgia Rules ofProfessional Conduct.

See Alegria v. Howard, No. 10-CV-10597-1, Superior Court for Dekalb County, J.

Johnson, (Georgia Jan. 20, 2012)(defendants should "have been aware of and

followed" both Advisory Opinion 40 and the mandatory notice governing

depositions and subpoenas already in the rules. . . [and] [b]y failing to give notice,

the defendants "willfully abused the discovery process and committed fraud upon

the Court, Clerk, and counsel. . . .").
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52. Thus Respondent's clearly fraudulent conduct now also appears to

constitute criminal fraudulent behavior.

WHEREFORE, The Florida Bar respectfully requests that this Honorable

Court enter its Order Quashing Respondent's purported Notices and Subpoenas of

Video Depositions "De Bene Esse" for the video depositions of the above-listed

individuals.

Respectfully submitted,

Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel
The Flo1ida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-2300
(850) 561-5845
Florida Bar No. 98027
cleon@flabar.org

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that this document has been E-filed with The Honorable John A.
Tomasino, Clerk of the Supreme Court ofFlorida, with copies provided to The
Honorable Don F. Briggs, Chief Judge Fifth Judicial Circuit, via his Judicial
Assistant, Andrea Coluccio, Christopher M. Chestnut,
chtis.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com, Joseph Arnold Corsmeier, icorsmeier@jac-
law.com, and to Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, acuintel@flabar.org, on this 6
day of July, 2017.

Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel
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EXHIBIT B



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case No.:
SC17-307

Complainant,

The Florida Bar File Nos.:
v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,294(4D) &

2017-00,306(4D)
CHRISTOPHERM. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION

THIS CAUSE having come before the Court for review of a Motion to

Disqualify filed by the Respondent on June 29, 2017, at 7:21 p.m., which motion

also included a request to vacate several Orders; the undersigned is permitted only

to determine the legal sufficiency of the motion and not to address the truth of the

facts alleged, finds that the motion is legally sufficient requiring the undersigned to

grant only the Motion to Disqualify and proceed no further in this action, it is

therefore,

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED as follows:

1. The Motion to Disqualify is granted and a copy of this Order is

forwarded to the Chief Judge of the Circuit for assignment of a Successor

Referee.



DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Brooksville, Hernando County,

Florida, this 88 day ofJune, 2017.

CURTIS J. NEAL, REFEREE

Copies Provided of the Foregoing Order furnished to:

Don F. Briggs, ChiefJudge, Fifth Judicial Circuit @ dbriggs@,circuit5.org;

Christopher M. Chestnut, Esquire, (Respondent) @
chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com;

Joseph Arnold Corsmeier, Esquire (Respondent's counsel) @ icorsmeier@jac-
law.com;

Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel, The Florida Bar, @ cleon@flabar.org:

Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar, @ aquintel@flabar.org;

on this Jo day ofJune, 2017 via email.

Paula C. Manning, Judicial Assistant
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EXHIBIT C



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case

No. SC17-307
Complainant,

The Florida Bar File Nos.

2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) and

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, 2017-00,306(4D)

Respondent.

MOTION TO DISQUALIFY THE HONORABLE CURTIS J. NEAL AND

TO VACATE THE JUNE 23 & 26, 2017 COURT ORDERS

COMES NOW, Respondent Christopher M. Chestnut, pursuant to Rule

2.330(b) and of the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration and Fla. R. Civ. P.

1.080, and hereby moves this Honorable Court to disqualify and recuse The

Honorable Curtis J. Neal as Referee in SC17-307. Upon Judge Neal's removal,

Respondent further moves this Honorable Court to vacate the existing orders

issued by Referee Judge Curtis J. Neal and in support thereofstates:
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Summary ofArgument

1. Respondent has been deprived of due process and a fair trial in his bar

disciplinary action, case SC17-307, due to ex-parte communications

between Referee Judge Curtis J. Neal 's and The Florida Bar (hereinafter

"TFB"), requiring recusal.

2. Judge Neal issued an Order Granting TFB's Motions on June 23, and June

26, 2017 respectively in response to TFB's Motion for Witness Testimony

via Video-Conferencing and TFB's Motion to Quash Respondent's Notice

ofDeposition for Trial of Out of State Witnesses. Both orders were based

solely on TFB's motions, absent proper notice to Respondent, absent a

proper hearing where Respondent could be heard, and absent a response

from Respondent .

3. The Referee's rulings based upon communication with a single litigant,

TFB, constitutes improper ex-parte communications with the court in blatant

violation ofJudicial Canons and a fundamental violation of Respondent's

due process rights.

4. The cumulative effect of the foregoing events establish in Respondent a

"well-founded fear" ofprejudice against Respondent by Judge Curtis Neal

as Referee.

5. Respondent's fear alone constitutes substantial evidence sufficing recusal.

6. Furthermore, Respondent's fear that he cannot and will not receive a fair

trial before Judge Neal in SC17-307 is reasonable considering that the

Referee in a bar disciplinary trial is the sole presider of the trial, sole

gatekeeper of evidence, and sole finder of fact in determining guilt or

mnocence.
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7. Consequently, due process requires the recusal of Judge Neal as Referee for

SC17-307. See, Michaud-Berger v. Hurley, 607 So.2d 441 (Fla. 4th DCA

1992).

8. Finally, upon the removal of Judge Neal, all prior rulings by Judge Neal

must be vacated. See, Rule 2.330, Florida Rules of Judicial Administration.

Legal Authority on Due Process & Entitlement to a Hearing on Issues Prior to

Ruling

9. One of the most basic tenets ofFlorida law is the requirement that all

proceedings affecting life, liberty, or property must be conducted according

to due process. See, Art. I, § 9, Fla. Const.

10.The essence of due process is that fair notice and a reasonable opportunity to

be heard must be given to interested parties before judgment is rendered.

See, Tibbetts v. Olson, 91 Fla. 824, 108 So. 679 (1926).

11. Due process envisions a law that hears before it condemns, proceeds upon

inquiry, and renders judgment only after proper consideration of issues

advanced by adversarial parties. See, State ex rel. Munch v. Davis, 143 Fla.

236, 244, 196 So. 491, 494 (1940).

12.This notion of due process has been codified by Florida's Code of Judicial

Conduct - which provides in pertinent part that:

"A judge shall accord to every person who has a

legal interest in a proceeding, or that person's

lawyer, the right to be heard according to law. A

judge shall not initiate, permit, or consider ex parte

communications, or consider other
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communications made to the judge outside the

presence of the parties concerning a pending or

impending proceeding...."

See, Florida Code Jud. Conduct, Canon 3B(7),

formerly Canon 3A(4).

13. Furthermore, in explaining the importance of this canon, the Florida

Supreme Court has reiterated that:

"This canon implements a fundamental

requirement for all judicial proceedings under our

form of government. Except under limited

circumstances, no party should be allowed the

advantage of presenting matters to or having

matters decided by the judge without notice to all

other interested parties." See, In re Inquiry

Concerning a Judge: Clayton, 504 So.2d 394, 395

(Fla. 1987).

14. Additionally, the Florida Supreme has noted that:

"Nothing is more dangerous and destructive of the

impartiality of the judiciary than a one-sided

communication between a judge and a single

litigant. Even the most vigilant and conscientious

of judges may be subtly influenced by such

contacts. No matter how pure the intent of the

party who engages in such contacts, without the

benefit of a reply, a judge is placed in the position

of possibly receiving inaccurate information or
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being unduly swayed by unrebutted remarks about

the other side's case. The other party should not

have to bear the risk of factual oversights or

inadvertent negative impressions that might easily

be corrected by the chance to present counter

arguments." See, Rose v. State, 601 So.2d 1181,

1183 (Fla. 1992).

15. Finally, the Florida Supreme Court recognizes that:

"The number of lawyers has grown significantly in

recent years in most locations. It is impossible for

lawyers to know each other and the judges with the

same degree of familiarity that they did in the past.

It is also more common for lawyers to appear in

courts "away from home" than it was in the past.

This growth in numbers and mobility places a

greater burden on the judge to ensure that

neutrality continues to exist." See, Rose v. State,

601 So.2d 1181, 1184 (Fla. 1992).

Summary of Facts

16. On or about Friday June 23, 2017 at 2:21pm Complainant, The Florida Bar

(hereinafter "TFB") filed a Motion to Quash Respondent's Notices of

Deposition and a Motion to Allow Witnesses to Testify via Video-

Conferencing. ¹

¹ These depositions for trial are paramount to Respondent's case in chief and due process as
TFB has reneged or refused to produce out of state witnesses.
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17. On Monday June 26, 2017 at 3:30pm the Referee in this matter, Judge

Neal, granted TFB's Motion absent a hearing or an opportunity for

Respondent to object to the Motion to Quash.

18. On June 23, 2017 at 1:55pm the Referee entered an Order Granting The

Florida Bar's Motion for Witness Testimony Via Video-Conferencing and

Granting Similar Relief for Respondent in response to a June 21, 2016

motion from TFB requesting the same. No hearing was noticed, required or

allowed on this issue, Respondent was not even permitted to object or

respond.2

19. The Referee has demonstrated a pattern of unilaterally granting TFB's

Motions absent a hearing or response from Respondent in SC17-307

eliminating any suspicion his acts were inadvertent or mistake.

20. Judge Neal's SC17-307 Orders issued on June 23, and June 26, 2017 based

upon TFB's allegations only, expressly denied Respondent an opportunity to

present counter arguments that may easily have corrected the record

resulting in a different rulings on the two subject TFB motions.

21. The pattern of ex-parte communications between TFB and the Referee

Judge Neal both demonstrate a convincing predisposition ofpartiality

favoring TFB, and eliminates any suspicion that the Referee's actions are

inadvertent or mistake.

22. The prejudicial effect of the June 23 and June 26 unilateral Orders, is the

first order grants the out of state accusing witnesses a pass from appearing at

trial in Jacksonville, Florida on July 18, 2017, and the second order

2 The contemporaneous filing of both the motion to quash deposition and the motion to allow
for video appearance at trial demonstrate that TFB is not likely to produce out of state
witnesses at trail including complaining witnesses, further frustrating Respondent's due
process.
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concurrently prevents Respondent from taking a deposition for trial of the

out of state accusing witnesses prior to trial.3 4

23. In addition to ex parte communications, Judge Neal has engaged in a pattern

ofdisparate treatment demonstrating partiality adverse to Respondent. As an

example, TFB's motions are habitually granted within 1-3 days of a motion

being filed and typically absent a hearing. In contrast, TFB's First Motion to

Compel to Respondent was denied on June 1, 2017, an Order has yet to be

entered against TFB by the Referee.

24. Furthermore, in a prior unrelated case, consolidated SC16-797 and SC16-

1480 Judge Neal, as the Referee engaged in a pattern ofunilaterally granting

motions filed TFB absent a hearing or response from Respondent. 5

3 All of the witnesses in all 3 counts of the subject complaint reside more than 100 miles from
Jacksonville, FL where the trial will be held and all live outside of Florida, thus cannot be
compelled to trial pursuant to Fl. R. Civ. P. 1.330(a)(3)(B).
d In the prior consolidated cases of SC16-797 & SC16-1480 the Referee granted at least 7 Orders
granting TFB motions absent a hearing, ultimately, the Referee struck Respondent's evidence
and witnesses proffered prior to and during trial, leaving Respondent with de minimis record
evidence,
s 1. In the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 On September 27, 2016 TFB filed an
Emergency Motion regarding Depositions. The Referee Granted TFB's Motion on the same day
September 27, 2016, Respondent had no opportunity for a hearing on this issue.
2. In the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 the Referee granted on October 10,
2016 TFB's Second Motion to Compel that was filed on October 7, 2016. The Referee neither
required, noticed, or allowed a hearing on the merits of the motion to compel, but rather
unilaterally granted the motion depriving Respondent of due process in presenting factual
contentions to the motion. .
3. In the consolidated cases SC16-797 & SC16-1480 on November 14, 2016 TFB filed a
Motion to Compel Discovery. The next day, on November 15, 2016 the Referee Granted TFB's
Motion to Compel. Respondent was never afforded a hearing on this issue.
4. On November 14, 2016, Respondent filed a Notice of Taking Deposition of Tyrone
Baker. On November 15, 2016, the Referee granted a Motion to Quash the deposition of Tyron
Baker. Respondent was never afforded a hearing on this issue.
5. On October 25, 2016 TFB filed a Motion to Quash Deposition of Dayna McGregor, the
next day on October 26, 2016 the Motion to Quash was granted. No hearing was required,
noticed, or had.
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25. The cumulative effect of aforementioned events by Judge Neal in his

capacity as Referee lead Respondent to reasonably perceive, beyond a mere

subjective fear, that he cannot and will not receive a fair trial in SC17-307

with Judge Neal sitting as the Referee.

Legal Authority on Recusal ofReferee

26. Rule 2.330(b) of the Florida Rules of Judicial Administration and provides

in pertinent party that Respondent, Christopher M. Chestnut, "may move to

disqualify the trial judge assigned to the case on grounds provided by Rule,

by Statute, or by the Code ofJudicial Conduct."

27. Cannon 3(B)(7) of the Code ofJudicial Conduct states that "[a] judge shall

not initiate, permit, or consider ex-parte communications, or consider other

communications made to the judge outside the presence of the parties

concerning a pending or impending proceeding." The Supreme Court has

said that "this Cannon implements a fundamental requirement for all judicial

proceedings under our form of government. In re inquiry concerning a

judge: Clayton, 504 So.2d 394, 395 (Fla. 1987).

28. In Rose v. State, 601 So.2d 1181, 1183 (Fla. 1992), the Supreme Court of

Florida reiterated "nothing is more dangerous and destructive of the

impartiality of the judiciary then a one sided communication between a

judge and a single litigant,"

6. On March 3, 2017, TFB filed a Motion to Strike an Untimely filed closing argument. On
March 6, 2017 the Referee granted TFB's Motion to Strike, Respondent was never allowed or
granted a hearing.
7. On December 5, 2016 TFB filed a Motion to Exclude Respondent's Evidence. The Court
was required to conduct a Kozel hearing on this issue, however a Kozei hearing was never
conducted.
8. On March 15, 2017 The Referee Granted TFB's Motion to Exclude Respondent's
Evidence, and struck Respondent's witnesses, in effect striking all of the evidence that
Respondent had proffered prior to and during trial, but never conducted a Kozel hearing.
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29. Cannon 3(E)(1)(a) of the Code ofJudicial Conduct provides that "a judge

shall disqualify himself in a proceeding in which his "impartiality might

reasonably be questioned...." It is because of its affect on the appearance of

impartiality that an allegation of an ex-parte communication is legally

sufficient to require recusal. See, e.g., Faulker v. Pearson, 870 So.2d 248

(Fla. 2nd DCA 2004)(citing Robins v. Robins, 742 So.2d 395 (Fla. 2nd DCA

1999)(holding that an ex-parte communication alone is legally sufficient to

require recusal); Rollins v. Baker, 683 So.2d 1138, 1139 (Fla. 5th DCA

1996)(holding that the ex-parte communications together with certain

comments made by the judge were sufficient to require recusal); Brake v.

hIurphy, 693 So.2d 663 (Fla. 3rd DCA 1997)(holding that evidence of ex-

parte connnunication between the judge and the opposing party necessitated

recusal).

30. See also, Michaud-Berger v. IIurley, 607 So.2d 441 (Fla. 4th DCA 1992)(

The facts must be viewed from the perspective of the petitioner. Here,

petitioner was confronted with a memorandum opinion in which respondent

found that one of her attorney's actions in an unrelated case involved

"sophistry," "greed, overreaching and attempted extortion." Although her

attorneys had received assurance from the trial judge that he would remain

impartial, within a matter of hours, the same trial judge had concluded that

her other attorney had intentionally acted improperly in his use of a jury

verdict form. We conclude that the cumulative effect of the foregoing

events, as reasonably perceived by the petitioner, constituted a legally

sufficient basis for her motion for disqualification and amounted to more

than a mere subjective fear that she would not receive a fair trial).

31. Based upon the aforementioned, Respondent has a well-established fear

that he cannot and will not receive a fair trial in SC17-307 with Judge Curtis
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Neal as Referee based upon a pattern of ex-parte communications with The

Florida Bar, a pattern of granting motions from The Florida Bar absent a

hearing, proper notice, or response from Respondent, and a pattern of

impermissible partiality as Referee favoring The Florida Bar and adverse to

Respondent.

WHEREFORE, Respondent further petitions this Court for an Order disqualifying

Judge Curtis J. Neal as Referee in SC17-307 and vacating his prior orders.

Respectfully submitted the 28* day of June, 2017.

By: /s/ Christopher M. Chestnut
CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 0022409
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com
THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC
841 Prudential Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Telephone: (855) 374-4448
Facsimile: (855) 377-2667
Litigation@chestnutfirm.com
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com

STATE OF GEORGIA )

COUNTY OF FULTON )
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CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, duly sworn upon oath deposes and says that he has prepared and

reviewed his Motion to Disqualify The Honorable Curtis J. Neal and that the facts contained therein

are true and correct.

RESPONDENT

The foregoing Motion to Disqualify The Honorable Curtis J. Neal was acleowledged before me this

28th day of June , 2007, by CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, who is known to me and who did take

an oath.

Notary Public

My Commission Expires:

CERTIFICATE OF GOOD FAITH
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Defense Counsel, as an attorney appearing pro se in these proceedings, does hereby certify that

this motion and statements contained herein are made in good faith and not for the purpose of undue

delay, harassment or any other purpose that might thwart the ends ofjustice.

Respectfully submitted.

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, ESQ.

FBN: 0022409

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 28°' day of June, 2017, the foregoing was
electronically served upon the following counsel of record, I certify that originals

hereof have been furnished to the Honorable Curtis Judson Neal, via his Judicial
Assistant, Paula Manning, pnianning@circuit5.org, with copies to Carlos A. Leon
at cleon@flabar.org, and Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar at

aquintel(alflabar.org.

THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC

BY: /s/ Christopher Chestnut

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 22409
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EXHIBIT D



Christopher Chestnut

From: Leon, Carlos A <cleon@floridabar.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 10:42 AM
To: Christopher Chestnut; Lashanda Cobb; Corsmeier, Joseph
Cc: Mitchell, Christine
Subject: RE: Depo Dates

Mr. Chestnut: Once again, without the required notice and subpoena, nothing was confirmed. I have told you this
countless times. We were not able to save the dates or make travel arrangements without the required paperwork.
Please help me understand what part of that is unclear to you. Please....

Carlos A. León
Bar Counsel
The Florida Bar
651 E. Jefferson St. Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850) 561-5696
(850) 561-9419 fax
E-mail: cieon@floridabar.org

This transmission is intended to be delivered to and read by the named addressee(s) only, and may contain information
that is confidential, proprietary, attorney work-product or attorney-client privileged. If this information is received by
anyone other than the named addressee(s), such recipient should immediately notify the sender by E-MAll and by
telephone (850) 561-5696 and obtain instructions as to the disposal of the transmitted material. In no event and under
no circumstances shall this material be read, used, copied, reproduced, stored or retained by anyone other than the
named addressee(s) except with the express and actual consent of the sender

From: Christopher Chestnut [mailto:chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 10:34 AM
To: Leon, Carlos A <cleon@floridabar.org>
Cc: Lashanda Cobb <LCobb@chestnutfirm.com>; Mitchell, Christine <CMitchell@floridabar.org>; Corsmeier, Joseph
<icorsmeier@iac-law.com>
Subject: RE: Depo Dates

Jamie Agnew is confirmed for tomorrow correct?.

Sentfrom my Verizon 4G LTE Droid
On Jun 20, 2017 10:20 AM, "Leon, Carlos A" <cleon@floridabar.org> wrote:
Mr. Chestnut: 1 previously indicated to you that I have no time left for depositions nor is any other bar counsel available
to attend to your whims and caprices. Thank you.

Carlos A. León
Bar Counsel
The Florida Bar
651 E. Jefferson St. Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850) 561-5696

(850) 561-9419 fax
E-mail: cleon@floridabar.org
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This transmission is intended to be delivered to and read by the named addressee(s) only, and may contain information
that is confidential, proprietary, attorney work-product or attorney-client privileged. If this information is received by
anyone other than the named addressee(s), such recipient should immediately notify the sender by E-MAIL and by
telephone (850) 561-5696 and obtain instructions as to the disposal of the transmitted material In no event and under
no circumstances shall this material be read, used, copied, reproduced, stored or retained by anyone other than the
named addressee(s) except with the express and actual consent of the sender

From: Christopher Chestnut [mailto:chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 2:16 AM .
To: Leon, Carlos A <cleon@floridabar.org>
Cc: Lashanda Cobb <LCobb@chestnutfirm.com>; Mitchell, Christine <CMitchell@floridabar.org>; Corsmeier, Joseph
<jcorsmeier@lac-law.com>
Subject: Depo Dates

Good morning Mr. Leon,

Please advise of all deposition dates available for your or other Ba Counsel for the next 30 days.

Thanks,
Chris Chestnut

�042, , È | chris,chennutschestnutfinn3com
Christopher Chestnut3 hsq p. | 8555.CHESTNUT
Onefheëúrie Ó§ìar P | .855377.2667

THE CHESTNUT FIRM
uperlagen j Offm in Atlanta|Gainmille| Cfharlotte|Jaduonville| Miami

&ymn|:).nmm¼dfyñogmt.½que Arm;ún ymmbmtiny h!. ümmle.i 4humimankaikaim
òç¥vnpufK÷&¼î¼bnàmiM99nd:lijw|||y;mewö:inédním,ym;f�060änw.ukä:byQyuppmekna
sky.&bjirnyde agié�060wp."

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
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EXHIBIT E



Christopher Chestnut

From: Leon, Carlos A <cleon@floridabar.org>
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 10:26 AM
To: Christopher Chestnut; Lashanda Cobb; Corsmeier, Joseph
Cc: Mitchell, Christine
Subject: RE: Depo Dates

Mr. Chestnut: I previously indicated to you that I have no time left for depositions nor is any other bar counsel available
to attend to your whims and caprices. Thank you.

Carlos A. León
Bar Counsel
The Florida Bar
651 E. Jefferson St. Tallahassee, FL 32399-2300
(850) 561-5696
(850) 561-9419 fax
E-mail: cieon@floridabar.org

This transmission is intended to be delivered to and read by the named addressee(s) only, and may contain information
that is confidential, proprietary, attorney work-product or attorney-client privileged. If this information is received by
anyone other than the named addressee(s), such recipient should immediately notify the sender by E-MAIL and by
telephone (850) 561-5696 and obtain instructions as to the disposal of the transmitted material. In no event and under
no circumstances shall this material be read, used, copied, reproduced, stored or retained by anyone other than the
named addressee(s) except with the express and actual consent of the sender

From: Christopher Chestnut Imailto:chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com]
Sent: Monday, June 19, 2017 2:16 AM
To: Leon, Carlos A <cleon@floridabar.org>
Cc: Lashanda Cobb <LCobb@chestnutfirm.com>; Mitchell, Christine <CMitchell@floridabar.org>; Corsmeier, Joseph
<icorsmeier@iac-law.com>
Subject: Depo Dates

Good morning Mr. Leon,

Please advise of all deposition dates available for your or other Ba Counsel for the next 30 days.

Thanks,
Chris Chestnut
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. E chris.chestúnt@chestnutfirm.com
Cllris topher Chestnut hsq. P 8 5 CHESTNUT
Glefhwaäin Offùw & 855571a667

n anta .Gainesville Chndotic jaduonville| Mlarni

Please note: Florida has very broad public records laws. Many written communications to or from The Florida
Bar regarding Bar business may be considered public records, which must be made available to anyone upon
request. Your e-mail communications may therefore be subject to public disclosure.
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EXHIBIT F



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Comt Case No.
SC17-307

Petitioner,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) &

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

THE FLORIDA BAR'S MOTION FOR WITNESS
TESTIMONY VIA VIDEO-CONFERENCING

COMES NOW, The Florida Bar, by and through its undersigned counsel,

and moves the Referee to enter an order allowing two witnesses in the above-cited

cases to appear via video-conferencing and in support of this motion, Complainant

would show the following.

1. The final hearing in this case is set for July 18-21, 2017, starting at

9:30 a.m.

2. Ms. Ramona Berry is unable to travel due to her health condition and

need for frequent treatments.

3. Mary Ann Hayward is unable to attend live as she would have to miss

work for at least 2 days which could jeopardize her gainful employment.



4. Florida Rules of Civil Procedure 1.451(b) allows the Court to pennit

testimony via communication equipment if the parties agree or for good cause

shown.

5. In this circumstance, Ms. Berry and Ms. Hayward would appear via

electronic communication such that they could be seen and heard.

6. This sort of electronic audio/video testimony has been permitted in

other cases. Please see S.D. v. Dept. ofChildren and Families, 2016 WL 6992649,

__ So. 3d __ (Fla. 3d DCA 11/30/16) and Balu v. Costa Crociere S.P.A., 2011

WL 3359681 (S.D. Fla. 2011).

WHEREFORE, The Florida Bar requests that that this Court allow Mses.

Berry and Hayward to appear at the trial via video-conferencing.

Respectfully submitted,

Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel
The Flo1ida Bar
651 East Jefferson Street
Tallahassee, Flo1ida 32399-2300
(850) 561-5845
Florida Bar No.: 98027
cleon(/4flabar.org

Ifyou are a person with a disability who needs any accommodation in order
to participate in thisproceeding, you are entitled, at no cost to you, to the
provision ofcertain assistance. Please contact Carlos A. Leon, Bar Counsel, at
(850) 561- 5696 at least 7 days before your scheduled appearance, or immediately
upon receiving this notification ifthe time before the scheduled appearance is less
than 7 days. Ifyou are hearing or voice impaired, call 711.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that originals hereofhave been furnished to the Honorable Curtis
Judson Neal, Referee, via his Judicial Assistant, Paula Manning,
prnanning@circuit5.org, Joseph Arnold Corsmeier, Certified Return Receipt
70132630000216123120, 29605 US Highway 19 North Suite 150, Clearwater, FL,
33761-1538, icorsmeier@iac-law.com, Christopher M. Chestnut, Certified Return
Receipt 70132630000216123113, 841 Prudential Drive #1220, Jacksonville, FL,
32207-8329, chris.chestnut@chestnutfinn.com, and to Adria E. Quintela, Staff
Counsel, The Florida Bar, aquintel(al,flabar.org, on this 21st day of June, 2017.

Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel
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EXHIBIT G



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case No.
SC17-307

Petitioner,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) &

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

ORDER GRANTING THE FLORIDA BAR'S MOTION
FOR WITNESS TESTIMONY VIA VIDEO-CONFERENCING

THIS CAUSE came on to be considered upon The Florida Bar's Motion to

shorten the time for Respondent's response to the Bar's Third Set of

Interrogatories. After reviewing the Bar's motion and noting the short time left

before trial, it is hereby:

ORDERED AND ADJUDGED that The Florida Bar's Motion for witness

testimony via video-conferencing is hereby GRANTED. Mses. Berry and

Hayward shall appear via video-conferencing for testimony at the upcoming trial.

DONE AND ORDERED in Chambers at Brooksville, Hernando County,

Florida, this day of , 2017.

Honorable Curtis Judson Neal
Circuit Court Judge and Referee
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copies furnished:
Carlos Alberto Leon, Bar Counsel, cleon@,floridabar.org
Joseph Arnold Corsmeier, jcorsmeier@,jac-law.com
Christopher M. Chestnut, chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com
Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, aquitnel(/4floridabar.org
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EXHIBIT H



AFFIDAVIT OF ERIC D. ECHOLS

PERSONALLY APPEARED before me, the undersigned attesting officer duly

authorized to administer oaths in the State and County aforesaid, ERIC D. ECHOLS, who, on

oath, state and deposes as follows:

1.

My name is Eric D. Echols. I am over the age of eighteen (18) years of age and I am

competent to give this Affidavit. I work for TFP Company, LLC and my mailing address is P.O.

Box 6069, Marietta Georgia 30065

2.

I'm a licensed Private Investigator and a Certified Process Server in the State of Georgia,

and I'm Vice President of the Georgia Association of Professional Process Servers.

3.

On July 3, 2017, I went to the Fulton County Clerk of Superior Court located at 136

Pryor Street SW, Atlanta Georgia, 30303 with five (5) foreign subpoenas on the case of THE

FLORIDA BAR, Complainant vs. CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, Respondent.

4.

The five (5) foreign subpoenas were SUBPOENA TO APPEAR FOR DEPOSITION

DUCES TECUM for Rian Erwin, Judge James Brock, Jamie Agnew, and Ramona Berry; and

SUBPOENA TO APPEAR FOR DEPOSITION for Anthony Jordan

5.

I took the subpoenas to the Fulton County Clerk of Superior Court because Rian Erwin,
Judge James Brock, Jamie Agnew, Anthony Jordan and Ramona Berry were being served and
resided in Fulton County; and to be in compliance with GA Code § 24-13-112 (2014) which
states:

(a) To request issuance of a subpoena under this Code section, a party shall submit a foreign
subpoena to the clerk of superior court of the county in which the person receiving the subpoena
resides. A request for the issuance of a subpoena under this Code section shall not constitute an
appearance in the courts of this state.

(b) When a party submits a foreign subpoena to a clerk of superior court in this state, the clerk
shall promptly issue and provide to the requestor a subpoena for service upon the person to
which the foreign subpoena is directed.

Continued on next page



6.

I witnessed as one of the Fulton County Superior Clerks, Quincincier Watson, printed

and signed her name on all the foreign subpoenas in the matter of THE FLORIDA BAR,

Complainant vs. CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, Respondent and sealed the same.

7.

I paid five dollars for each seal totaling twenty five dollars and received a receipt # 2017-

81696, with the payor showing Eric Echols for Chestnut Firm (see the attached).

8.

I also went to the DeKalb County Superior Clerk located at 556 North McDonough

Street, Decatur Georgia 30030 and met with Manager of Superior Clerks Debra DeBerry who

took the foreign subpoena to the back of the office, as I waited.

9.

When Ms. DeBerry came back she stated the cost would be five dollars. The

SUBPOENA TO APPEAR FOR DEPOSITION DUCES TECUM for David S. Bills was signed

by Debra DeBerry on a line created with the word Clerk under it and dated 7/3/17.

I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of Georgia that the
foregoing paragraphs are true and correct.

PRIC D. ECHOÍ S DATE

STATE OF GEOILGIA ,
COUNTY OF 7/A Î ^yó N

On Li / Ô , fO|7 before me, 4 l'V , personally
appeared ÉRIC d. ECHOLS who proved to me n the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the
person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same. µmir

WITNESS my hand and official seal.



EXHIBIT A



OFFICIAL RECEIPT

I??6

Cathelene 'Tina' Robinson
Clerk of Superior Court

136 Pryor Street SW
Atlanta, GA 30303

(404) 613-5313
Receipt No.

ayor 2017-81696
iRIC ECHOLSON FOR CHESTNUT FIRM

Transaction Date
07/3/2017

Amount Paid
Description

Miscellaneous Payment 25.00
Subpoena Fee 25.00
SUBToTAL

PAYMENT TOTAL 25.00

Cash Tendered 25.00
Total Tendered - 25.00

Change 0.00

07/03/2017 Cashier Audit
10:25 AM Station SUPCV8 8353291

OFFICIAL RECEIPT
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OFFICIAL RECEIPT

Cathelene 'Tina' Robinson
Clerk of Superior Court

136 Pryor Street SW
Atlanta, GA 30303

(404) 613-5313
Receipt No.

R ECHOLSON FOR CHESTNUT FIRM 2017-81696
Transaction Date

07/3/2017

Amount Paid |
Description

Miscellaneous Payment 25.00
Subpoena Fee 25.00
SUBTOTAL

PAYMENT TOTAL | 25.00 )

Cash Tendered 25.00
Total Tendered 25.00

Change 0.00

07/03/2017 Cashier Audit
10:25 AM Station SUPCV8 8353291

OFFICIAL RECEIPT
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EXHIBIT I



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC17-307

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) and

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

RESPONDENT CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT'S
MOTION FOR ISSUANCE OF COMMISSIONS TO

TAKE OUT-OF-STATE DEPOSITIONS

Respondent, CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, by and through its

undersigned attorney, hereby files and serves its Motion for Issuance of

Commissions to Take Out-of-State Depositions and states:

1. Respondent, CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, seeks to conduct

depositions in connection with this matter of witnesses who are located outside

the State ofFlorida.

2. Specifically, Respondent, CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT seeks to
depose:

(a) Ramona Beny, Atlanta, GA.;

(b) Alex Apostolou, Esq. Charleston, SC;

I



(c) Tenisha Gibbs, North Charleston, SC;

(d) Mary Ann Hayward, Landon, SC;

(e) Tiesha Hayward, Charleston, SC;

(f) Marvin Pasley, Charleston, SC;

(g) April Glover, Charleston, SC;

(h) Shakella McDonough, Charleston, SC;

(i) Darry; Dickerson, Charleston, SC;

(j) Mike Nelson, Charleston, SC;

(k) Teri Porcel, Charleston, SC;

(1) John Clark, Charleston, SC;

(m) Ariel Pitman, Charleston, SC;

(n) Tenisha Gibbs, Charleston, SC;

(o) Jamie Agnew, Atlanta, GA;

(p) Anthony Jordan, Atlanta, GA;

(q) David S. Bills, Atlanta, GA;

(r) Gregory Levitt, Atlanta, GA;

(s) Rian Ervin, Atlanta, GA;

(t) James Brock, Atlanta, GA;

(u) Brenda Brock, Atlanta, GA;

2



3. Each of the aforesaid depositions are permitted under the Florida

Rules of Civil Procedure and are within the pennissible scope of discovery in this

case.

4. Under the Uniform Foreign Depositions Law ("UFDL"), section

92.251, Florida Statutes, whenever a litigant desires to depose a witness residing

in another state, that litigant must first secure the appointment of a commissioner

from the court where the litigation originates. See GreenlightFin. Servs., Inc.

v. Union Am. Mortg., Inc., 971 So. 2d 983, 985 (Fla. 3d DCA 2008). The

foreign litigant may then apply to the court having personal jurisdiction over the

witness for the process necessary to secure the attendance of the witness. Id.

5. Florida's UFDL provides, in pertinent part, as follows: "Whenever

any mandate, writ or commission is issued out of any court of record in any other

3



state, territory, district, or foreign jurisdiction, or whenever upon notice or

agreement it is required to take the testimony of a witness or witnesses in this

state, witnesses may be compelled to appear and testify in the same manner and

by the same process and proceeding as may be employed for the purposes of taking

testimony in proceedings pending in this state." Fla. Stat. § 92.251(2).

6. The appointment of a commissioner is a generally perfunctory
matter.

Travelers Indem. Co. v. Hill, 388 So. 2d 648, 650 (Fla. 5th DCA 1980).

7. Florida courts have inherent authority to issue commissions. See

Trawick, Fla. Prac. & Proc. § 16:16 n.4 (2016-2017 ed.) (citing Stark v.

Regency Highland Condo. Ass 'n, Inc., 418 So. 2d 1058 (Fla. 4th DCA 1982)).

8. Therefore, Respondent, CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT requests

that the Court issue Commissions to permit Respondent, CHRISTOPHER M.

CHESTNUT to conduct out-of-state depositions of the above-listed witnesses.

WHEREFORE, Respondent, CBRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT, requests

this Honorable Court to issue Commissions:

(1) to the Clerk of the Superior Court of Fulton Counties, State of Georgia

for the depositions of Jamie Agnew, Ramona Berry, David Bills, Rian Erwin,

James Brock, and Anthony Jordan;

4



(2) to the Clerk of the Superior Court of Dekalb County, State of Georgia

for the deposition of Gregory Levitt;

(3) to the Clerk of the Superior Court of Cobb County, State of Georgia,

for the deposition of Brenda Bates;

(4)) to the Clerk of the Court of Charleston County, State of South

Carolina for the deposition of: MaryAnn Heyward, Tiesha Heyward, Marvin

Pasley, Shakella McDonough, Darryl Dickerson, Mike Nelson, Teri Porcel, John

Clark, Alex N. Apostolon, Ariel J. Pitman.

Respectfully submitted the 23rday of June, 2017.

By: /s/ Christopher M. Chestnut
CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 0022409
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com
THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC
841 Prudential Drive
Jacksonville, FL 32202
Telephone: (855) 374-4448
Facsimile: (855) 377-2667
Litigation@chestnutfirm.com
Chris.chestnut@chestnutfirm.com

/s/ Joseph Corsmeier
Joseph A. Corsmeier
Law Office of Joseph A. Corsmeier,
P.A.
29605 U.S. Highway N., Suite 150
Clearwater, FL 33761

5



(727) 799-1688
Email: jcorsmeier@jac-law.com
Florida Bar No.: 0492582
Attorney for Respondent

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 23 day of June, 2017, the foregoing was
electronically served upon the following counsel of record, I certify that originals
hereof have been furnished to the Honorable Curtis Judson Neal, via his Judicial
Assistant, Paula Manning, pmanning@circuit5.org, with copies to Carlos A. Leon
at cleon@flabar.org, and Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel, The Florida Bar at
aquintel(alflabar.org.

THE CHESTNUT FIRM, LLC

BY: /s/ Christopher Chestnut
CHRISTOPHERM. CHESTNUT
Florida Bar No. 22409
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EXHIBIT J



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC17-307

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) and

CHRISTOPHER M. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

ORDER APPOINTING COMMISSIONER

THIS CAUSE, having come before the Court on Respondent's Motion for

Appointment of Commissioner to take Deposition in the State of Georgia, for

purpose of taking the deposition s of the Court having reviewed the Motion and

otherwise being fully advised of the premises, it is

ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:

1. Respondent's Motion for Appointment of Commissioner to take

Deposition in the State of South Carolina is Granted.

2. The Clerk of Court for Charleston County in and for Charleston County,

South Carolina, 100 Broad St., Charleston, SC 29041, 843-958-5000 is
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hereby authorized to have subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum issued

and served for said depositions.

3. The Clerk of Court for Richland County Clerk of Court in and for

Columbia, Richland County, South Carolina, 1701 Main St. #205,

Columbia, SC 29204, 803-576-3150 is hereby authorized to have

subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum issued and served for said

depositions.

4. A. William Roberts, Jr. and Associates Court Reporters, BB&T

Building 234 Seven Farms Drive, Suite 210Charleston, SC 29492 or

such other person or entity as authorized to administer oaths and take

depositions in the State of South Carolina, is hereby appointed as

Commissioner for purpose of administering oaths and taking the

depositions of facts witnesses:

a. Alex Apostolou, Esq. Charleston, SC;

b. Tenisha Gibbs, North Charleston, SC;

c. Mary Ann Hayward, Landon, SC;

d. Tiesha Hayward, Charleston, SC;

e. Marvin Pasley, Charleston, SC;

f. April Glover, Charleston, SC;

g. Shakella McDonough, Charleston, SC;
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h. Darry; Dickerson, Charleston, SC;

i. Mike Nelson, Charleston, SC;

j. Teri Porcel, Charleston, SC;

k. John Clark, Columbia, SC;

1. Ariel Pitman, Charleston, SC;

m. Tenisha Gibbs, Charleston, SC;

DONE and ORDERED in chambers at Brooksville, Hernando County,

Florida this ___ day of , 2017.

Hon. Curtis J. Neal
Circuit Judge

Copies Furnished to:
Carlos Leon, , cleon@floridabar.org
Joseph Corsmeier, icorsmeier@jac-law.com
Christopher M. Chestnut, chris.chesntut@chestnutfirm.com
Adria Quintela, aquintel@floridabar.org
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EXHIBIT K



IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA
(Before a Referee)

THE FLORIDA BAR, Supreme Court Case
No. SC17-307

Complainant,
The Florida Bar File Nos.

v. 2017-00,114(4B), 2017-00,249(4D) and

CHRISTOPBERM. CHESTNUT,

Respondent.

ORDER APPOINTING COMMISSIONER

THIS CAUSE, having come before the Court on Respondent's Motion for

Appointment of Commissioner to take Deposition in the State of Georgia, for

purpose of taking the deposition s of the Court having reviewed the Motion and

otherwise being fully advised of the premises, it is

ORDERED and ADJUDGED as follows:

1. Respondent's Motion for Appointment of Commissioner to take

Deposition in the State of Georgia is Granted.

2. The Clerk of Court for Cobb County Superior Court in and for Cobb

County, Georgia , 100 Cherokee St., NE #355, Marietta, GA 30090, 770-
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528-3307 is hereby authorized to have subpoenas and subpoenas duces

tecum issued and served for said depositions.

3. The Clerk of Court for Fulton County Superior Court in and for Atlanta,

Fulton, County, GA, 136 Pryor Street C155, Atlanta, GA 30303, 404-

613-5313 is hereby authorized to have subpoenas and subpoenas duces

tecum issued and served for said depositions.

4. Discovery Litigation Services, 1201 West Peachtree St., Suite 2392,

Atlanta, GA 30309, 401-847-0999 or such other person or entity as

authorized to administer oaths and take depositions in the State of South

Carolina, is hereby appointed as Commissioner for purpose of

administering oaths and taking the depositions of facts witnesses:

a. Ramona Berry, Atlanta, GA.;

b. Jamie Agnew, Atlanta, GA;

c. Anthony Jordan, Atlanta, GA;

d. David S. Bills, Atlanta, GA;

e. Gregory Levitt, Atlanta, GA;

f. Rian Ervin, Atlanta, GA;

g. James Brock, Atlanta, GA;

h. Brenda Brock, Atlanta, GA;
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DONE and ORDERED in chambers at Brooksville, Hernando County,

Florida this ___ day of , 2017.

Hon. Curtis J. Neal
Circuit Judge

Copies Furnished to:
Carlos Leon, , cleon@floridabar.org
Joseph Corsmeier, icorsmeier@,jac-law.com
Christopher M. Chestnut, chris.chesntut@chestnutfirm.com
Adria Quintela, aquintel@floridabar.org
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